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Learning for life, success for all

Order of Events

Annual Trophy Awards
The Rotary Prize

(Prize donated by The Rotary Club of Andover)

Presented by a representative from The Rotary Club of Andover
for Community Vocational Service ‘Service Above Self’

Welcome and Introduction
by
Mike Serridge, Headteacher

The Chris Overton Cup

(Cup donated by Chris Overton, former Headteacher)

for Sporting Achievement

The Hudson Cup

(Cup donated by Rob Hudson, retired teacher at Harrow Way for 35 years)

for Outstanding Contribution to PE and School Sport

The ‘Le Creuset’ Cup
(Cup donated by ‘Le Creuset’)

Presentation by
Sophie Roberts,
Film Production Assistant and Former-Harrow Way Student

for Outstanding Performance in Catering

The Chris Overton Shield

(Shield donated by Chris Overton, former Headteacher)

for Performing Arts

The Harrow Way Communications Trophy
(Trophy donated by Owen Paterson)

for Outstanding Contribution to ICT

Presentation of GCSE Certificates by
Sophie Roberts
Announced by Year Leader, Nic Reed

The Veale/Scicluna Shield

(Shield donated by former English Teachers, Margaret Veale and John Scicluna)

for Excellence in Media

The Office Depot Shield
(Shield donated by Office Depot)

for Outstanding Contribution and Achievement in Mathematics and Computing

The Mark Warren Shield

(Retired Deputy Headteacher and Languages Teacher at Harrow Way after 31 years of service)

Presentation of Subject Awards by
Sophie Roberts
Announced by Assistant Headteacher, Graeme Fluellen

for the Highest Achiever in Modern Foreign Languages

The Harrow Way English Award

for Excellence in English & English Literature

The Partner West Africa Award

(Trophy donated by Sandy Craig of Partner West Africa)

for Rights Respecting Commitment

The Will Dyke Cup

Presentation of Annual Trophy Awards by
Mike Serridge

(Cup donated by John Tacey, former Vice-chair of Governors)

for Exceptional Contribution to School Life

The Burbidge Shield

(Shield donated by Becky Burbidge, former Chair of Governors)

for Community Spirit

The Alice Razza Award

Group Photograph of Trophy Winners

for Courage and Determination

The Harrow Way Trophy
for Always Being Your Best

The Harrow Way Shield

for Outstanding Personal Achievement

The Harrow Way Cup

You are invited to stay for refreshments afterwards

to the Best All-rounder

The Harrow Way ‘WOW ' Award

Grade 9s in English, English Literature and Mathematics

The Anne King Shield

to the Highest Academic Achiever

Presentations to Head Boy and Head Girl

Subject Awards

Subject Awards
GCSE
PHILOSOPHY &
ETHICS

Amelia Kalwajtys

Amelia moved 4 grades up from her TMG to achieve the highest grade in the year
and it is down to solid understanding of the subject as well as hard work. Amelia
instinctively knew what the exam was asking and had the ability to show both
sides of the argument which is key to success in this GCSE. Amelia did equally
well on the Philosophy, Christianity and Islam papers which is unusual; generally
students struggle with the Islam and particularly the Arabic words.

Amelia is attending Andover College studying A levels in Maths, Biology, Chemistry and Physicist.
GCSE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

GCSE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Isabel Kirby

Jed Trengove

Isabel may be surprised to receive this award as she probably felt PE wasn't her
strongest subject during the first years of the course. However, there was a
moment early on in the final year where that changed and her results kept on
climbing. Though Izzy is practically capable and willing to learn it was in her
theory efforts that Izzy made the most ground. An outstanding set of results
eventually proved that Izzy had overachieved getting a final grade that was two
above her original target. A phenomenal effort!
Jed always showed a great desire to learn the subject and demonstrated with
humility that he was the best within PE. Practically, Jed was a reliable sportsman
and listened well to maximise his performance, but the theory is where he
excelled. Jed very quickly became the benchmark for others, in a competitive
environment nobody was satisfied until they had rivalled Jed's scores or answers
in class. It is a testament to Jed's own motivation that he was consistently only
dropping two or three marks in all practice papers and fittingly he went on to
gain our highest scores in both halves of the examination. Nobody would have
expected anything less!

Isabel is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Geography, Environmental Studies and BTEC Level 2 - Applied
Science.
Jed is attending Peter Symonds studying A Levels in Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry and Biology.
GCSE SINGLE
SCIENCE

Connor Sedman

GCSE COMBINED Grace Farrelly
SCIENCE

Connor worked really hard and independently throughout year 10. He attended
revision sessions and worked conscientiously especially during practical activities.
Grace's determination and hard work ensured that she achieved her outstanding
grades in science. Her perseverance paid off and Grace was awarded what she
deserved.

Natan Szaro

Natan worked really hard in science and got some excellent grades, smashing his
target. Natan's teacher was especially impressed with how he applied his
mathematical knowledge to this subject.

GCSE TRIPLE
SCIENCE:
PHYSICS

Nicolas Fedor

Nicolas' hard work and dedication paid off. A talented student who ensured that
all his work was completed to the highest standard which secured the best grade
that he could have achieved.

GCSE TRIPLE
SCIENCE:
CHEMISTRY

Jed Trengove

A model student who was hard working and went the extra mile. His outstanding
grade is testament to this.

Connor has an apprenticeship in IT.
Grace is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Maths, Biology, Chemistry and the Certificate in Dance.
Natan is attending Peter Symonds College studying A Levels in Maths, Biology and Chemistry.
Nicolas is attending Wiltshire College (Salisbury Campus) studying towards BTEC Level 3 Computer Science (Cyber) and AS
Level Maths.
Jed is attending Peter Symonds studying A Levels in Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry and Biology.

GCSE ART &
DESIGN

Julianne Davies

A pleasure to teach, polite and kind to others, Julianne always worked hard to
achieve her goals. She worked independently to develop her own unique style
and her final grade was well deserved.

Julianne is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Applied Science, 3D Design and Music Technology.
VCERT LEVEL 2
BUSINESS
STUDIES

Lucy Ladd

The business course takes a huge amount of self motivation and personal
determination. Lucy has proved that she has these skills. Her effort and attitude
was superb in and outside the class and as a result she produced some excellent
coursework. In addition, Lucy worked tirelessly for the examination and
achieved an excellent grade overall. Well done and best of luck for the future.

Roksana Marzec

Roksana proved that she is not afraid of hard work. From the early months of
the business course she clearly had a desire to succeed. The course required self
motivation and Roksana worked tirelessly to produce great coursework,
reviewing and redrafting in order to ensure it was of the highest quality. Well
done, your success is thoroughly deserved.

Lucy is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Business, Geography and Environmental Science.
Roksana is attending Itchen Sixth Form College studying A levels in Law, Psychology and Level 3 Criminology.
GCSE
COMPUTER
SCIENCE

Liam Gardner

Awarded for dedication, determination and attention to detail which Liam
demonstrated throughout this course. Liam never gave up and was always
looking for ways to improve his grade which is a credit to him which paid off.

Liam is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Physics, Biology and Chemistry.
GCSE DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

Emma Howell

Through dedication and pride, Emma demonstrated a work ethic of the highest
standard. Emma's controlled assessment was the result of commitment,
creativity and a natural flair of excellence.

Emma is attending Andover College studying A Levels in English Language, Criminology and Psychology.
GCSE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

Annalisa Brown

Annalisa was a consistently dedicated and focused student for the duration of
her GCSE studies: she made the most of every single English lesson and revision
opportunity that was available to her, and produced some outstanding creative
writing. Annalisa's talent, tenacity and determination led her to achieve not only
the prestigious Grade 9 in English Language: she also made more progress than
any other student in the cohort! Well done Annalisa: this is a well-deserved
accolade for an exceptional student.

Alfred Smith

Alfie conducted his English Language studies with measured precision and
impressive levels of focus: his expertly-crafted writing and finely-honed reading
skills led him to the topmost reaches of achievement: the rare and much-coveted
Grade 9 - a lofty standard met by only 2.2% of students nationally. Excellent
work Alfie: a well-earned prize!

Annalisa is attending Peter Symonds College studying A Levels in English Literature, Psychology and Geography.
Alfie is attending Andover College studying A Levels in English (Combined Lang/Lit), Psychology, Law and Geography.

Subject Awards
GCSE ENGLISH
LITERATURE

Scott Jeffries

Scott was tenacious in his approach to his GCSE English Literature. A consistently
conscientious approach in lessons, revision and every available lunch and break time meant
that he not only reached his target grade of a 5, he surpassed all expectations and achieved a
7. Scott's attitude to his studies was highly admirable and his determination to achieve his
target was exceptional. Well done Scott: you should be as proud of yourself as we are of you.

Ellie Peach

Ellie always found a way to make her work original. With a natural talent at
communicating her ideas, Ellie was critical, perceptive and showed great depth in
her understanding of an author's rationale for writing the way they did. Ellie
challenged herself in lessons as well as at home when completing extra essays with
titles she had formed based on what she wanted to revise. It was her mature,
complex understanding of the written word that allowed her to achieve a Grade
9. Ellie excelled in English literature and made a staggering amount of progress.
Well done Ellie! What a fantastic achievement to take with you on whatever path
you choose.

GCSE
MATHEMATICS

Amber
Cherrington

Amber is the only girl to achieve a grade 9 in Mathematics at Harrow Way. She
always worked hard, paid particular attention to detail and was confident in
applying set methods. Amber was an absolute pleasure to teach and is a well
deserved recipient of this prize.

Luke Roy

Luke achieved the highest grade possible in GCSE Mathematics (Foundation).
He exceeded his targeted grade and his success was down to concentrated hard
work. He put his all into ensuring he understood all the key concepts and could
recognise the maths required in problem-solving questions. His diligence paid off
and he well deserves this prize.

Amber is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Biology, Chemistry and Environmental Science.
Liam’s destination is unknown.
GCSE STATISTICS Thomas Cooper

For excellent achievement in an exam that Thomas only had very little time to
prepare for.

Scott is attending Basingstoke College of Technology studying towards the Level 3 UAL Diploma in Games Development.
Ellie is attending Peter Symonds College studying A Levels in English Literature, Geography and Textile Design.

Thomas is attending Wiltshire College, Salisbury, studying towards the BTEC Level 3 Diploma in Games Design/
Development. He is also working part time for Hampshire County Council.

GCSE
GEOGRAPHY

GCSE MEDIA
STUDIES

Abigail Clark

Abigail had a brilliant work ethic and was determined to do well in Geography
from the very beginning. She always gave 100% in all aspects of her study and as a
result of this, she far exceeded her target grade. Congratulations Abi, on a
fantastic achievement!

Agata Smigla

Abigail is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Criminology, Business Studies and Financial Studies.
BTEC L2 TECH
AWARD IN
HEALTH AND
SOCIAL CARE

Charlie James

Charlie was hard working throughout the course and always produced work that
exceeded expectations. Her diligence showed in both coursework and exam elements
of the health and social care qualification.

Charlie has an apprenticeship with Coco's Canine Crèche in Weyhill alongside taking Level 2 Animal Management.
LEVEL 2 VCERT
HEALTH &
FITNESS

Caitlin Wiseman

Caitlin's achievement on the course was the reward she deserved for the
dedication shown and the exceptional hard work put in to all her studies.

Bryony JohnsonMay

Agata is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Psychology, Criminology, Graphics and Polish.

MFL: GCSE
FRENCH

Lucie Davies

Lucie worked extremely hard and strived for excellence throughout this French
course.

MFL: GCSE
SPANISH

Thomas Hicks

Thomas was incredibly hardworking and put a lot of effort into his Spanish work.
He attended revision sessions, even when he was the only one, and his hard work
and dedication paid off!

Lucie is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Mathematics, Biology and Environmental Studies.
Thomas’ destination is unknown.

Caitlin’s destination is unknown.

GCSE HISTORY

Across the course, Agata produced work showing maturity and skill above the
expectations of GCSE. In a class of hard working, dedicated students Agata
stood higher still with her effort to improve and incredibly high attainment.
Her impressive grade 9 achievement was supported by flawless production work
but also dedication and expertise in all areas of the specification. She was also a
delight to teach which is never a bad thing either.

Bryony began year 11 not believing in herself or her ability and she left with
probably some of the best knowledge of the History syllabus we have seen. This
was testament to her determination to succeed. Bryony worked tirelessly in her
spare time, attending revision sessions at every opportunity and working
exceptionally hard in lessons. Well done Bryony, your success is truly deserved.

RSL L2 CERT IN
CREATIVE &
PERFORMING
ARTS: ACTING

Rio Gordon

Rio is, by nature, very laid back, meaning all his performances have an effortless,
natural charm which belies the effort and thought he has put into them. Rio is
creative and playful, making him a popular member of any cast he joins.

Rio is attending Queen Mary's College and is studying towards the Level 3 Extended Diploma in Business.

Bryony is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Modern History, English Language and Philosophy.

VOCATIONAL
AWARD IN
HOSPITALITY
AND CATERING

Harmony Talbot

Harmony worked extremely hard all the way through years 10 and 11. She
challenged herself by continually practising so that she reached her full
potential and demonstrated a positive attitude towards the subject. Harmony
was a role model for her peers, always willing to help with extra curricular
activities for the department and a pleasure to teach.

Harmony is attending Basingstoke College of Technology studying Level 2 Hospitality and Catering and Tier 4 Maths.

RSL L2 CERT IN
CREATIVE &
PERFORMING
ARTS: DANCE

Millie Sheppard

For making great progress during KS4 dance, through brilliant commitment and
unstoppable enthusiasm!

Millie is attending Andover College studying A Levels in Criminology, Psychology and Dance.

The Rotary Prize for Community Vocational Service ‘Service Above Self’............ Lord Odunlami
Despite joining the school late, he was a huge part of the year group. Lord was popular with
students and staff, a peer mentor and deputy head boy and an excellent member of the
community.
The Chris Overton Cup for Sporting Achievement ..................................... Michael Summerfield
For his incredible sporting achievements in rugby outside of school. Having the choice of two
rugby colleges and the offer of an under 18s international place in year 11 is outstanding.
The Hudson Cup for Outstanding Contribution to PE and School Sport ......... Shannon Durrans, Kial Mumford
Shannon played a reliable part in rounders and badminton tournaments as well as performing
to a high standard in athletics. While Shannon played football with the boys for a large part of
her time at Harrow Way she was also a driving force in creating a girls team and captained that
team throughout. Although not alone in her efforts Shannon raised the profile of girls football at
Harrow Way and it is a legacy she should be proud of.
The Le Creuset Cup for Outstanding Performance in Catering .............................. Leah Warman
Leah was a pleasure to teach and a positive member of the class throughout this course. Her
positive attitude and determination saw her gain confidence and allowed her to achieve a
grade she should be extremely proud of.
The Chris Overton Shield for Performing Arts ................................................... Agata Ruminska
Agata is one of the hardest working and most committed students you will ever meet. Equally
gifted on stage and in rehearsals, she puts as much effort in to her written work as she does
her performances. Agata takes criticism brilliantly and always strives to be her best.
Harrow Way Communications Trophy for Outstanding Contribution to ICT ............... Tao Smith
Tao has always had a great aptitude for computing, from strong achievements in the
Government Cyber Discovery challenge programme, to his contributions to extra-curricular
computing clubs. He contributed enthusiastically to a number of IT related trips and visits and
we hope he continues to pursue a future in the field.
The Veale/Scicluna Shield for Excellence in Media .......................................... Willow Dallimore
This award, sponsored by two former members of the English department, recognises success
in both Media Studies and also the complementary skills required for GCSE English Language
and Literature. Achievement across all three qualifications shows a maturity and understanding
of how language and presentation can be manipulated to create different experiences for
audiences and readers and Willow demonstrated this throughout her years at Harrow Way. Her
solid but also experimental work showed a student more than ready for the further demands of
higher education.

Office Depot Maths and Computing Shield .......................................................... Nicolas Fedor
Nicholas was a very able mathematician who had a thoughtful approach to mathematics and
computing. He had a great work ethic in both subjects and a clear understanding of set
methods and mathematical concepts. Nicholas achieved a grade 9 in Computing and an 8 in
Mathematics.
The Mark Warren Shield for Highest Achiever in MFL............................................... Chloe Eaton
Chloe's dedication and determination to do well in French was amazing and she thoroughly
deserves this award.
The Harrow Way English Award for Excellence in English & English Literature .Jessica Tarbart
Jessica has the honour of being the first recipient of the brand new Harrow Way Award for
Excellence in English Language and Literature, and she is truly a worthy winner of this most
prestigious accolade. Jessica achieved the extremely rare 'double 9' - i.e. a Grade 9 in both
Language and Literature - which is the culmination of years of sustained dedication and focus,
and very much places Jessica amongst the most talented students that have ever stepped
through the doors of the Harrow Way English department. Jessica's work throughout her
GCSE studies was thoughtful, ambitious and elegantly crafted; she conducted her studies with
calm determination and quiet self-assurance and, though she may not have had the loudest
voice, or demanded the most attention, she can be sure that her stellar talent, and this great
achievement, will be remembered at Harrow Way for many years to come. Congratulations
Jessica!
The Partner West Africa Award for being a role model and good citizen ...............Chloe Wilfort
For going above and beyond in all aspects of school life and, in all respects, being an excellent
role-model.
The Will Dyke Cup for Exceptional Contribution to School Life ........................... India-Mae Jones
For being an excellent role model, contributing to many aspects of school life and upholding
the Harrow Way ethos at all times.
The Burbidge Shield for Community Spirit ....................................................... Tamara Clackson
For all of her efforts as an exemplary house captain and her commitment to the wider life of the
school.
The Alice Razza Award for Courage and Determination ................................. Liberty Southgate
Despite having to miss a big part of the year, Liberty achieved excellent GCSE results. Her
positive attitude and huge efforts were a credit to her.
Harrow Way Trophy for Always Being Your Best .......................................... Joshua Greenaway
For excellent attitude, demeanour and work rate and always striving to be his best.
Harrow Way Shield for Outstanding Personal Achievement .................................... Sadie Denyer
For overcoming a difficult start at Harrow Way yet determinedly became one of our best
examples of an excellent prefect and student.

Harrow Way Cup to the Best All-rounder .................................................................Jed Trengove
For always being polite, kind and hard working and for being involved in sport, drama and
doing brilliantly in his GCSEs.
The Harrow Way ‘WOW’Award Grade 9s in English, English Literature and Mathematics .................. Joel Hesslegrave
Truly outstanding academic achievement from a brilliant student.
Anne King Shield to the Highest Academic Achiever ........................................Joel Hesslegrave
Presentations to the Head Boy and Head Girl ........................... Chloe Wilfort & Jed Trengove

